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B15-04 Bid Form Key 

 
Please use this form to explain and define the terms and expectations of the Bid Form for B15-04 

 

Column A- FCSS Item Number-   
This column represents the item number that FCSS uses to identify and monitor a part/supply.  

This may or may not be the number that FCSS uses when it submits a purchase order.  Vendor 

should keep these records in order to cross and confirm purchases. 

 

Column B- Item Description (Including make and model if applicable) 

 This column seeks to describe the product, including make and model if applicable.   

 In some instances, it may not have a specific number, but a generic industry description 

 In some instances, it may be marked as “no substitutes”.  This designation means that 

FCSS will not consider a substitute part number (if designated) OR a substitute part that 

is similar in description or function. 

 In some instances, a part number may be a specific Vendor Number (IE Grainger 

number).  Unless marked “no substitutes”, then you are allowed to cross reference and 

supply your own part number assuming that it is equal or better in all material aspects and 

performance data (FCSS will be the sole determinant of acceptance of any substitutes) 

 Differences in part submitted should be noted in Column H (see below)  

 

Column C-Estimated Quantity 

 The number pre-loaded into this column is an estimated based upon a rolling average 

usage from the last three years. 

 A column with a quantity of one means that there were no purchases in 2013, but remains 

an active stock part with inventory on the shelf.  Thus vendor can assume a reasonable 

chance that the part may be needed during the contract period. 

 Quantities submitted are estimates only and do not guarantee purchase.  Actual usage 

may exceed or fall short of these estimates.  FCSS will not consider minimum purchases 

and your Bid should be based upon random purchases at the listed unit of issue (see 

Column D) 

 

Column D- Unit of Issue 

 This column represents the Unit of Issue from which FCSS stocks and orders the part 

 FCSS will not consider minimum purchases and your Bid should be based upon random 

purchases at the listed unit of issue.  FCSS may order based upon Vendor suggestions of 

packaged quantities, but shall not be bound by recommendation. 

 Differences in your Unit of Issue should be noted in Column H 



 

 

. 

Column E- Substitutions Allowed 

 If this box is marked NO (N), then FCSS will not consider substitutes 

 See Bid Terms and Conditions for substitution requirements 

 If the column is blacked out, then either subs are allowed per sub requirements herein or 

it is not applicable 

 

Column F-Your Part Number 

Vendor should place your Part Number for the product you are submitting  

 

Column G-Is your part “As Specified” 

Vendor should confirm by either “Y” or “N” if the part that they are bidding is exactly as 

specified.  If N, then an explanation of the differences should be included in Column J  

 

Column H- Manufacturer Make and Model 

Vendor shall place the original manufacturer make and model number 

 

Column I- Lead Time 

For purposes of this solicitation, “lead time” is defined as the number of days that it takes the 

product to be delivered to FCS from the receipt of the PO. 

 

Column J- Item Description (If different than FCSS description in Column B) 

 Vendor should confirm “Same” if same as FCSS description in Column B or if Y is 

denoted in column G. 

 Vendor shall offer detailed description if offering substitute  

 Vendor shall denote differences in Unit of Issue for the part number provided 

 

Column K- Cost (per unit of issue) 

 Cost to FCSS, per the unit of issue detailed in Column D 

 Cost shall be compliant with Bid Terms and Conditions 

 

Column L- Cost (Total Group Cost) 

 Total cost of all items in that particular group based on estimated quantities. 

 


